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Single adatom adsorption and diffusion on Si„111…-„7Ã7… surfaces: Scanning tunneling
microscopy and first-principles calculations
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The adsorption and diffusion of single Pb atoms on Si(111)-(737) surfaces have been studied by scanning
tunneling microscopy~STM! and first-principles density functional calculations. STM experiments at tempera-
tures from 100 to 130 K have revealed three regions of preferential adsorption, inside each half-unit cell, as
well as real time diffusion events between them. The stable adsorption sites have been determined by first-
principles calculations and by comparing simulated and measured STM images. The activation barriers for the
motion inside the half-unit cells have been calculated and measured experimentally. A very good agreement
between calculations and experiments has been found.
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Detailed atomic-scale knowledge of adsorption and dif
sion mechanisms of single adatoms on highly reconstru
semiconductor surfaces is of fundamental importance
many present and future technological processes. In par
lar, recent works have unveiled the potentiality, for next g
eration devices, of self-organized nanoclusters
Si(111)-(737).1–3 However, there is still a lack of both
theoretical and experimental information on the stable
sorption sites, diffusion pathways, and energy barriers wh
are crucial to understand the formation of such nanoclust

In the last few years, scanning tunneling microsco
~STM! has become the technique of choice to measure
face diffusion at the atomic scale, nicely complementing
wealth of data from field ion microscopy.4 STM experiments
interpretation, however, generally requires theoretical ca
lations, ideally from first principles. Such calculations r
main a formidable task for highly reconstructed surfac
The first density-functional theory~DFT! calculations of the
Si(111)-(737) surface were a landmark in massive para
computation.5,6 Further algorithm and hardware improv
ments have allowed to study this surface with hi
accuracy.7 First-principles calculations involving adsorba
adsorption on this surface are, however, still scarce, and e
scarcer if including diffusion barriers and pathways@to our
knowledge, there is only a very recent report8 on the analysis
of diffusion of Si adatoms on Si(111)-(737) surfaces,
which appeared after the submission of this study#.

In the present work, we have performed combin
variable-temperature STM experiments and DFT fir
principles calculations of the adsorption and diffusion
single Pb adatoms on Si(111)-(737). The motivation for
this system was double: on one hand, it is a prototype fo
nonreactive interface; on the other hand, there is alre
some information on it from STM at room temperatu
~RT!.9–11These experiments revealed the high mobility at
of single Pb adatoms within the half-unit cells where they
almost trapped, presenting features that have been foun
terwards for other adsorbates such as Tl, Si, Sn, Ag,
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Y.1,12–15No previous knowledge existed, however, either
the stable adsorption sites or on the diffusion processes
side the (737) half cells, issues which are directly ad
dressed in the present work.

The experiments were carried out in an ultra-high-vacu
~UHV! system ~base pressure below 5310211 Torr)
equipped with a variable temperature scanning tunneling
croscope~VT-STM!, low-energy electron diffraction, Auge
Electron Spectroscopy, sample transfer and heating capa
ties, a Pb evaporation cell, and a quartz crystal microbala
Clean reconstructed Si(111)-(737) surfaces were obtaine
by flashing the samples at 1150 °C, after carefully degass
at 600 °C for several hours. The samples were then slo
cooled down to RT and;0.01 monolayer~ML ! of Pb was
deposited at RT at typical rates of 0.05 ML/min@1 ML is
defined as the surface atomic density of the Si~111! surface,
i.e., 7.8431014 atoms/cm2]. The samples were then trans
ferred to the STM and slowly cooled down to temperatu
as low as 40 K. The home-built VT-STM instrument is d
scribed in detail elsewhere.16 Connected to a continuous flow
liquid He UHV cryostat, it allows imaging at sample tem
peratures from 40 to 400K. A fully automated electronic
with digital feedback control based on digital signal proce
sor technology, operates the STM.17 STM data were mea-
sured in the constant current mode with sample voltages
tween22 and12 V and typical tunnel currents of 100–20
pA.

Figure 1~a! shows a typical STM image measured at R
of a single Pb adatom adsorbed on a Si(111)-(737) half-
cell. Similar images were already reported for RT.9–11 The
noisy appearance of the Pb-occupied half cell was interpre
as the result of an STM average of the fast thermally a
vated movement among different adsorption sites. When
sample temperature is lowered enough to make the t
scale of this movement compatible with scanning speed~a
few seconds per image!, one can resolve individual adatom
jumps. This is shown by the sequence in Figs. 1~b!–1~d! of
succesive adatom jumps among three different locations
side the half cell, as measured at 108 K. At the relativ
high bias voltage used here~11.2 V!, the Pb adatoms appea
©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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as oblong protrusions between two center Si adatoms@Fig.
2~a!#. At the lower bias voltage~10.5 V! used in Figs. 2~b!–
2~d!, they appear as non-symmetric features, not higher t
the Si adatoms, the most striking fact being the appa
disappearance~or displacement! of one Si adatom.

More subtle details of the Pb dynamics are revealed
low-bias STM movies. Figure 2 shows three movie fram
where, first, the nonsymmetric oblong protrusion seems
oscillate between sites without changing its orientation~b! to
~c!. It then changes its orientation by 60 °~c! to ~d!. As in
high bias movies, three orientations are observed, co
sponding to three directions joining two center Si adatoms
the half unit cell. At low bias, however, the protrusion osc
lates between two different positions for each orientati
corresponding to the apparent disappearance of one o
other Si adatom.

Two questions arise from the above observations: w
are the adsorption sites of Pb adatoms and how do we in
pret their complex dynamical behavior. Cho and Kaxiras18,19

FIG. 1. ~a! STM image of Pb/Si(111)-(737) measured at room
temperature.~b!–~d! Sequence of frames extracted from an ST
movie at 108 K illustrating the three main regions that a single
atom can occupy inside the (737) half-cell. The frame times are
~b! t50, ~c! t574 s, ~d! t599 s. The image size is 4.
34.7 nm2. Sample bias voltages are 2.0 V~a! and 1.2 V~b!–~d!.
The tunnel current is 0.2 nA for all images.

FIG. 2. ~a! Schematic drawing of the Si adatoms in th
Si(111)-(737) unit cell, with center and corner Si adatoms d
played as black and gray circles respectively.~b! to ~d! Sequence of
frames extracted from an STM movie at 112 K and low sample b
~0.5 V!. The frame times are~b! t50, ~c! t524 s, ~d! t5216 s.
The image size is 4.834.8 nm2. The tunnel current is 0.2 nA.
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proposed that K, Mg, Ga, Ge, and Si adatoms adsorb m
stably on high-coordination sites of the Si~111! reconstruc-
tion, rather than on top of the surface dangling bon
Groups of these high-coordination sites form basins of atr
tion in which the extra adatoms are localized, with unfr
quent jumps to nearby basins. In the (737) reconstruction
there would be three of these basins per half unit cell. E
one would be roughly limited by two center adatoms and
corner adatom, as outlined in Fig. 3~a!. It is worth noting,
however, that the calculations of Refs. 18, 19 were p
formed not on Si(111)-(737) but on a simplified Si(111)-
(232) reconstruction.

Brommeret al.20 have used DFT and the concept of loc
softness to study the interaction of foreign adatoms with
different dangling bonds of Si(111)-(737). For Pb ada-
toms, a preferential adsorption on faulted center adatoms
corner unfaulted adatoms was predicted. Finally, Stau
et al.21 have performed extended Hu¨ckel calculations on the
initial adsorption stages of Pb on Si(111)-(737) finding a
preferential adsorption on the dangling bonds of the cor
adatoms.

To clarify these issues, we have performed DFT calcu
tions using both the local density approximation~LDA ! ~Ref.
22! and the generalized gradient approximation~GGA!.23 We
used the SIESTA method,24 with fully nonlocal25 norm con-
serving pseudopotentials26 and a basis set of numerica
atomic orbitals27 with double-z Si-s, Si-p, Pb-s, Pb-p
valence orbitals and single-z Si-d and Pb-d polarization or-
bitals. Nonlinear partial-core exchange-correlation corr
tions were included in Pb’s pseudopotential, which we
thoroughly tested elsewhere.28 A real-space integration grid
with a plane wave cutoff of 100 Ry and a reciprocalk mesh29

b

s

FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic drawing of the Si(111)-(737) unit cell,
where the three basins of attraction of the unfaulted half~U! are
marked by shaded triangles.~b! Zoom in of one of those basins
showing the notation for some adsorption sites.
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with a cutoff30 of 22 Å were used. All the geometries we
relaxed, with a force tolerance of 0.04 eV/Å, in a slab g
ometry of four Si layers in addition to the Si adatoms, w
the bottom layer fixed at crystalline positions and satura
by H atoms.

After placing a single Pb atom on different surface sit
the whole geometry was fully relaxed. First, we perform
calculations on Si(111)-(232) reconstructions which mimic
the unfaulted or faulted terraces@using a (434) supercell to
separate the Pb adatoms#. The minimum energy was foun
for Pb adsorbed on one of the sixB2 sites located around
restatom @T1 position, Fig. 3~b!#. These were the high
coordination sites also obtained for Si and Ge adsorption
Si(111)-(232).18,19 The six sites would form a basin fo
adatom diffusion, with frequent jumps among them a
much slower jumps between different basins. Howev
while in the (232) reconstruction all theB2 sites are
equivalent, their symmetry is broken in the (737) recon-
struction, and this difference is essential to understand
experiments.

In Figs. 1 and 2, the Pb protrusions are not centered onT1
positions, but they appear closer to center than to co
adatoms. This is perfectly accounted for by our calculatio
on the complete Si(111)-(737) dimer-adatom-stacking
fault reconstruction, in which there are three inequivalentB2
sites@Fig. 3~b!#. The calculated absolute energy minimum
obtained for theB2(3) sites, which are closest to the cent
adatoms. The energy of theB2(1) andB2(2) sites is 0.09 eV

FIG. 4. Experimental@~a! and ~b!# and theoretical@~c! and ~d!#
STM images for low bias@~a! and ~c!# and high bias@~b! and ~d!#
conditions. Images~a! and ~b! were measured at 93 K and a
10.5 V and 10.8 V sample bias.~c! and ~d! are heights of an
isosurface of the local density of states integrated between
Fermi level and10.3 eV ~c! and10.8 eV ~d!.
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higher in both cases within the GGA~0.08 eV and 0.07 eV,
respectively, within LDA!. The T1 site is much higher in
energy~1.76 eV in LDA! so it can be completely discarded

To increase our confidence for the identification of the
adsorption sites, we have simulated STM images with
Tersoff and Hammann approach31 for Pb adsorbed onB2(3)
sites. They are compared in Fig. 4 to the experimental
ages. The extremely good agreement at both low and h
bias demonstrates that Pb adatoms are indeed adsorbe
B2(3) sites. Figures 2~b!–2~d! can also be completely unde
stood under this light: they show single jumps between
two B2(3) sites inside a basin~b! to ~c! and between differ-
ent basins~c! to ~d!.

The energy barriers for intrabasin and interbasin jum
have also been calculated. Within the GGA they are 0.23
0.44 eV, respectively.32 We have also measured these barri
with the STM, taking a great care to avoid tip-induced ar
facts. It has been observed that a high bias can induce
thermal Pb jumps both inside a basin and across basins o
same half cell.33 At low bias (<0.5 V) the situation is dif-
ferent for intrabasin and interbasin migration. While intrab
sin jumps are still affected by the scanning process, inter
sin jump rates can be measured safely at10.5 V and 0.2 nA.
Thus, by varying the temperature between 100 and 130 K
was possible to measure the diffusion barrier across ba
for both the faulted and the unfaulted half,34 as shown in Fig.
5. The energy barriers were obtained from an Arrhenius fi
the formn5n0 e2Ed /kT. The experimental interbasin barrie
of 0.2960.03 eV for the unfaulted half cells35 compares rea-
sonably well with the calculated one~0.44 eV!.

In summary, we have performed a detailed analysis
single adatom adsorption and diffusion on Si(111)-(737)
surfaces. The combination of first-principles calculations a
variable temperature STM experiments have allowed us
unravel the complex dynamical behavior of a prototypic

he

FIG. 5. Arrhenius plots for jumps across basins of single
atoms adsorbed on faulted and unfaulted half cells.
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system, to determine the stable adsorption sites, and to o
the diffusion barriers among them.

We acknowledge the generation of soft-confined basis
bitals by J. Junquera and E. Anglada, fruitful discussio
with J. J. Sa´enz and J. Go´mez-Herrero, and technical hel
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